The one stop service for all your tape and film digitisation needs.
Spot and Spin offer a range of digitisation services for tape
and film based material, focused primarily around our
fully automated ingest processes with the capability of
scaling up to manage huge libraries. We can also provide
a bespoke service for low volume and rare tape and film
formats.
Spot & Spin supports VHS, DV, Mini DV, U-Matic, D3, D5,
XDCAM Disk, DAT (for audio tapes), all variants of Digibeta
(SP/SX/etc), HDCAM and HDCAM SR just to name a few.

All digitisation projects are provided with their own secure
Portal into Cubix Yunify to provide the ability to track assets
and projects throughout the whole process. Our Portal
allows the viewing of proxies, metadata entry, timecode
based content tagging, online trimming and editing. All of
our proxies are frame-accurate and suitable for use within
NLE environments.

For film scanning we support formats such as 8mm
/16mm /35mm /65mm /70mm, including 9.5mm
/17.5mm /22mm and 28mm, if required.
All the in-house bulk ingest systems are configured with
industry standard Sony Flexicarts and Encoders. These
are directly integrated, controlled and managed by Cubix
Yunify, our own automation, orchestration and transcode
solution.
Our systems allow for completely customised workflows
for each client, from receiving the order to the first
barcode scan, and then all the way through to content
delivery or publishing. With excellent levels of reporting
and transparency throughout to include such actions
as notifications, review and approve links, transcodes,
multiple publishing points and more.

The Spot & Spin bulk ingest service is deployed at our
secure site in North West London, complete with dedicated
resilient 1Gb high speed connectivity.
Cubix Yunify is fully integrated at our facility with accelerated
file transfer mechanisms such as Aspera, Signiant, MASV,
FTP and our own file acceleration - CubixUDT, to deliver
directly to your preferred storage location the moment
the content is available.
If you’re migrating content off-prem and into the cloud,
we are able to deliver directly to multiple cloud storage
locations including Backlaze B2, Amazon S3/Glacier,
Google Nearline, Wasabi, MatrixStore Cloud and more.
Prices start from as little as £18 per content hour, and 2p
per foot for film scanning, with all prices including our five
point spot check (auto and full QC available at additional
cost) and digital delivery. All prices are calculated based
on delivered material and are calculated to the frame. For
more information please visit:
www.ortana.tv/spotandspin
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